Dear Prof. Manindra Agrawal,

The Center for Applied Educational Technologies (Korolyov city, Moscow Region, Russia) has the pleasure in inviting students and members of the staff of your institution to Russia to attend educational event called Space Master Class. The goal of the event is to increase students’ interest in sciences, technologies and engineering. During the 5-day’s stay in Russia, students are busy with the following activities:

✓ meetings with Russian scientists and engineers to listen their talks about the development of sciences and technologies with the help of space missions;
✓ meeting with Russian astronaut to listen the talks about their life and work on board space station;
✓ visiting Space Training Center to examine the facilities which are used to train cosmonauts for the flights into space;
✓ visiting Memorial Museum of Astronautics to see Russian artificial satellites, rockets, spacecrafts and modules of space station;
✓ visiting All Russian Exhibition Center to see the rocket called “Vostok” and reusable space craft called “Buran”,
✓ having sightseeing tours in Moscow (visiting Moscow Kremlin, Red Square to view Santa Basil Cathedral, Bolshoi theater square and other squares and streets of “Old Moscow”)
✓ visiting Christ of Savior cathedral, museums, art galleries and Moscow metro,

The whole program, which includes talks of Russian astronauts, specialists of space technology enterprises, scientists and tour guides is made in English language and adapted to different age of the students.

Information about the event (the program, the copies of the video, the cost of the visit, conditions of the accommodation, board and transportation, steps to realize the visit etc.) can be sending to you at the request.

Our team has been organizing the event Space Master Class for students and members of staff of schools, academies and colleges of different countries since 2007.

Contact details of the teachers of institutions from Austria, Israel, Macedonia, Netherlands, Spain, Sweden and United Kingdom, who have brought students to Russia between 2011 and 2017 you may find in the list of references, which can be sending to you at the request as well.
Could you, please, let me know if our educational event called Space Master Class is interesting for students and members of the staff of your institution? If yes, please, give me the date of possible visit of your team to Russia and an approximate number of students and members of staff in the team. Your students and members of staff are very welcome to visit us at any date convenient for you in 2018, 2019 or in 2020. Looking forward to hearing from you soon.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]

Dr. Alexander Martynov
Director
Center for Applied Educational Technologies
P.O. Box 651
Korolyov city
Moscow Region
141070
Russian Federation
Phone: +7 985 922 0750
E-mails: alexander@spacedu.org
         martynov_alexander@bk.ru
         martynov.alexander@inbox.ru